
Alpine Route Tour  12 YAMANASHI/SHIZUOKA/TOKYO/CHIBA

i

DAY1   

NARITA A.P            ▷①Kamakura Daibutsu ▷

② Fujisan Panoramic Ropeway ▷③Gotemba Outlet

▷Hotel Check In
▷Fuji Area Hotel 

DAY2 Hotel            ▷④Fuji 5th ▷ ▷Straw Berry Farm

▷Hotel Check In
▷Shinjuku  Hotel

DAY3 Hotel            ▷⑤Tsukiji ▷⑥Sensoji ▷

▷⑦Tokyo Skytree ▷Odaiba Shopping  ▷ Hotel Check In
▷Shinjuku Hotel              

DAY4 Hotel            ▷⑧Narita Shinshoji Temple ▷

▷ Narita Aeon Shopping ▷NARITA A.P   ▷BKK

CHIBA

SHIZUOKA

YAMANASHI TOKYO



Tourist spot

Kamakura Daibutsu
https://www.kotoku-in.jp/en/

The statue commonly known as Kamakura Daibutsu (Great Buddha of 
Kamakura), a colossal copper image of Amida-butsu (Amitabha 
Buddha), is the principle image of Kotoku-in. The fact that it sits in the 
open air makes it unusual amongst large Buddha statues in Japan. 
The Great Buddha, designated a National Treasure by the Japanese 
government, is some 11.3 meters tall and weighs around 121 tons. 
Though in size it falls short of the Great Buddha of Todai-ji Temple at 
Nara (an image of Rushana-butsu [Vairochana Buddha]), it essentially 
retains its original form; as such it is an invaluable example of 
Japanese historical Buddhist art. According to the Azumakagami, a 
chronicle describing the achievements of the Kamakura Shogunate 
from the late 12th century through the mid-13th century, 
construction of the Great Buddha began in 1252. It is also believed 
that the priest Joko gathered donations from the people to build it. 
However, much remains unclear about the specifics of the Great 
Buddha’s construction, and the artist has yet to be identified. When it 
was first built, the Great Buddha was enshrined in Daibutsu-den Hall, 
but ancient records (Taiheiki and Kamakura-dainikki) tell us that this 
building was damaged and ultimately destroyed in typhoons hitting 
in 1334 and 1369, and subsequently in a severe earthquake in 1498. 
Since then, because it sits out in the open, the statue itself has been 
ravaged by the elements. During the mid Edo period (1603?1867), 
Jodo Sect priests Yuten* and Yokoku endeavored to repair the Great 
Buddha with funds provided by Nojima Shinzaemon, a merchant of 
the Asakusa district. 

Mt. FUJI Panoramic Ropeway
https://www.mtfujiropeway.jp/en/

Mt. Fuji has been worshiped as a sacred mountain 
from the old days. In the early Heian period, 
"Asama Shrine" was built to quell the eruption of 
Mt. Fuji at the foot of the mountain, a culture of 
belief in Mt. Fuji began. In the Muromachi era, 
Fuji faith called "Fuji lecture" was born, and it 
seems that Mt. Fuji was climbed for many people 
to visit in the Edo era peak.
In autumn, the trees are colored and the rope 
goes through the golden colored autumn leaves. 
Lake Kawaguchi overlooking the eyes and autumn 
leaves coloring the lakeside can be enjoyed.

① ② ③

Gotemba Outlet 
Japan’s leading shopping resort with about 290 
luxury brands, famous domestic and foreign 
btands, and restaurants on the vast grounds 
overlooking the moutains. Mt.Fuji, a world cultural 
heritage. In August 2020, we opened a new area 
“Hillside” with a merry-go-round. On the premises, 
there are “Hotel CLAD” of the Odakyu Group and 
“Kinohana no Yu”, a one-day hot spring facility 
that is the only shopping resort in Japan.



Tourist spot

Tsukiji Outer Market
https://www.tsukiji.or.jp/english/ 

Tsukiji Outer Market is Japan’s “Food Town,” where 
one can encounter all kinds of traditional Japanese 
foods. A mixture of wholesale and retail shops, 
along with numerous restaurants, line the streets, 
and new culinary trends are born here. Originally 
Tsukiji Market catered primarily to professionals.
That is why items sold there were generally too 
large for a small family to buy.
However, some of the wholesale shops in the 
market have started retailing high-end merchandise 
to retail customers and visitors. For example, ready-
to-eat sushi meals are now sold in smaller sizes. 
Even a bite-sized egg roll can be had for those who 
just want to try it.
The following explains how the market has become 
so well-known and the trends that have shaped 
how it looks today.

④ ⑤ ⑥

Mt.Fuji 5th

http://www.fujisan-climb.jp/

It is called the boundary between heven and 
earth and is located on the forest.  In addition, 
many shops are lined up from mid-April to mid-
December. It is a starting point where you can 
easily go sightseeing at the 5th station.Located at 
an altitude of about 2,300 meters, you can enjoy 
a mysterious view overlooking the Fuji Five lakes 
and the sea of clouds. Fuji gourmet that can be 
eaten at mountain restaurants is also very 
popular! Apopular product “Fuji Curry” that 
imitates the shape of a mountain. Fuji melon 
bread that can only be eaten here is on sale. The 
Komitake Shrine is nearby and is visited by many 
worshipers not only as a scenic spot but also for 
marriage.

Senso Temple
https://www.senso-ji.jp/

Asakusa is a town located in Taito Ward ,Tokyo, and is 
prosperous as a downtown area and a tourist destination 
as the temple town of Sensoji Temple. Asakusa retains 
the atmosphere of the townscape of Tokyo, and 
Nakamise-dori in front of Sensoji Temple has many 
traditional crafts and Japanese sweets shops. Asakusa is 
famous as a city where you can enjoy shopping , eating 
and drinking while enjoying Japanese traditions. Sensoji
Temple is the oldest temple in Tokyo. Sensoji Temple is 
one  the most popular tourist destinations in Japan, and 
the number of visitors is one of the top  10 in Japan. 
“Kaminarimon”is the gate of Sensoji Temple. A 
vermillion lantern with a height of 3.9 m and a diameter 
of 3.3 m is suspended in the center of the gate. 
Kaminarimon is one of the most famous sighseeing spots 
in Asakusa, and you can see tourists from Japan and 
overseas taking commemorative photos every day in 
front of Kaminarimon.



Tourist spot
⑦

Tokyo Skytree
https://www.tokyo-skytree.jp/en/ 

⑧

Naritasan Shinshoji Temple
https://www.naritasan.or.jp/english/

The major role of TOKYO SKYTREE is transmission 
of digital terrestrial broadcasting. Digital terrestrial 
broadcasting has already been in use since 
December 2003 in the Kanto area, but due to the 
many tall buildings rising over 200m high in central 
Tokyo, it has become necessary to build a new 
tower higher than 600m for broadcasting 
transmission purposes.
When the role is totally transferred to the new 
tower in the 600m class, the volume of digital 
terrestrial broadcasting transmission will be 
doubled, and thus mitigate the impact of the ever-
increasing number of high-rise buildings. It is also 
expected to widen the area of coverage for "One 
Seg" digital terrestrial broadcasting for mobile 
phones, which has been in operation since April 
2006.

Naritasan Shinsho-ji Temple is a Buddhist temple 
located in Narita, Chiba Prefecture. The temple 
deity is Fudo Myo-o and has long been known as 
“Narita Fudo”. This place is major center of 
Fudoson belief. About 3 million people visit the 
temple from January 1st to January 3rd for the 
first prayer worship of the year. It is also known 
that sumo wrestlers and popular actors scatter 
beans during the Setsubun Festival in February at 
this temple.The temple is closely related to the 
famous Kabuki Ichikawa family.
This well-known Kabuki family, the name of 
"Naritaya" Ichikawa Danjuro is originated in 
Naritasan.Since opening, we have been carrying 
out a continuous Ogoma prayer.



■BUS 
40seat Luxury Tipe/3 trunks/1 Driver/Exclude parking fee, Tool way fee and driver cost
■Accomodation

1st day Fuji land sukore hotel or similar 
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal : Dinner and Breakfast

2nd day Shinjuku prince Hotel or similar
Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal : Breakfast only

3rd day  Shinjuku prince Hotel or similar
Western room 【TWN or DBL】Meal : Breakfast only 

■Sightseeing&Expirence cost
Include

■Meal    Breakfast 3times     Lunch 4times   Dinner 3times Exclude Beverage and extra food.
■Guide  Exclude ※If you need please ask me. I can arrange guide

Land Cost

MIRAI TABI CLUB Co.,Ltd
6-3 Tsurushiromachi Wakabayashiku

Sendai city,Miyagi Japan
Tel.+81-22-782-0833 Fax.022-782-

0834
E-mail n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

Incharge N.Takaya & M.Hayasaka

Please contact us as the price 
will change due to seasonality

mailto:n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

